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Polyface Farm is best described as "a gathering of many faces around the
table." Owned and stewarded by the Joel Salatin family, Polyface hosts a variety
of creatures in natural symbiotic relationships, with food as the natural
attractor. Managing a farm around food honors William R. Inge's observation
that "all of nature is a conjugation of the verb 'to eat,' in the active and in the
passive."
On Salatin's farm, made famous in Michael Pollan's bestseller The Omnivore's
Dilemma, cattle graze to prepare for the movement of floorless chicken pens
over the pastures. The chickens eat clover, bugs, and other feed to produce
manure that fertilizes the grass the cattle eat. Humans eat the meat of both
animals, then compost the offal from the butchering process, and spread it back
on the land to feed the grass. Each creature fits into the system by doing what it
does best: eat. Salatin's genius is that he patiently observes the way things eat
together in nature and structures his farm accordingly.
Salatin's farm is not a factory fueled by money and governed by a global
economy. It is a living household of flocks, fields, and families nested within
God's Creation.
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It's a helpful picture of the church. Centered in the Eucharist, the church is a
place of diverse creatures in natural symbiotic relationships with food—Jesus,
the Bread of Life—as the natural attractor. The church's leaders are "pastors,"
who steward the flock around the food of its creatures.
Twenty years ago, as a small-town pastor who lived on a small family farm, I
became interested in raising a few meat chickens, so I bought Joel Salatin's
booklet explaining floorless chicken pens. I built three pens to his specs,
populated them, used his suggested feed recipe—and it worked.
Eventually I bought more of Salatin's books and began attending workshops on
sustainable agriculture. I wanted to better understand how to manage my hobby
farm with health as its goal.
It soon became apparent that I was farming differently than my neighbors. I
kept my animals outdoors, while they confined theirs indoors. I built fences to
make small fields, while they tore theirs out to create larger ones. I refused to
use chemicals and pharmaceuticals, while they studied how "purchased inputs"
might increase their production.
My farming neighbors thought I was woefully misguided—until they tasted my
chicken. Then they started asking questions (in the roundabout way of country
folk) about what I was doing and why. I noticed my responses were similar to
those I gave when asked about my work in the church. Turns out I was using a
similar paradigm with all my "flocks," methods based on health rather than
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similar paradigm with all my "flocks," methods based on health rather than
production.

Chickens and
churches react to
change in much the
same way.

Likewise, in the church, my eyes were on
the qualitative aspects—maturity in faith,
resilience in life, and balance in
relationships—rather than quantitative—
producing more dollars, more members,
more programs. I realized I'd been
studying farming to learn about working in

a congregation.
For example, one day I noticed that my chickens and my congregation both
react to change in much the same way. Each day, we move our floorless
pasture pens forward eight feet, providing access to fresh grass. The birds learn
they must walk as the pen is pulled forward. Even so, several factors determine
their willingness to cooperate. One factor is my own anxiety level. If I am
anxious for the chickens to hurry, they sense it and do the opposite. If I jerk or
kick the pen or yell, they stand still or crowd into a corner, making movement
impossible. But if I remain patient and calm, they walk together rather well.
Even then, there's a wide range of response to this daily change. A few birds
rush to the front of the pen as soon as the pulling chain is attached anticipating
the new clover and bugs to come. A larger group hangs back to watch the early
birds, and moves only when the pen moves. About a third of them delay a bit
longer, until the movement is well underway; another third delays until there
seems no choice but move ahead or get run over. Inevitably, a group remains
along the rear wall of the pen, staring backwards.
Even chickens have Innovators, Early Adopters, Early and Late Majorities, and
Laggards. Just like every church.
Such comparisons have caused me to ask deeper questions about the strange
similarity between modern farming and modern churching. Is it a coincidence
that Old McDonald farms are being replaced by large Confined Animal Feeding
Operations, while family-sized congregations are being replaced by
megachurches? Is the modern church favoring behaviors attributable to a
preference for production rather than health, a way of life fundamentally
inconsistent with the church's organic nature?
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I began to wonder: does our church life reflect a gathering of many faces
around the table, working toward holy health, or a disciple-producing machine
pursuing greater numbers?
As I moved my own congregation toward this model, it has meant not only that
we eat well (having the pastor donate his pasture-raised turkey for the
November dinner is a unique benefit, of course), but that we describe our work
differently. Instead of using mechanical metaphors for a church that "runs
smoothly," "programmed" to produce "quantifiable results," we use organic or
ecological metaphors.
We "tend." We understand that in Creation nothing is wasted; rather, the
"waste" of one member serves as a valuable resource for another. What the
world considers waste, we recognize as blessing, including the cross of Christ.
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For example, some of our elderly shut-ins often consider themselves "waste,"
because they can no longer participate as they once did. But we see them as
valuable for their stories of abiding and tested faith, which our young people
need to know.
For a time, we arranged visits between our homebound and our 8th graders to
gather at the kitchen table and share juice and cookies. Listening to stories was
fun, of course. But more significantly, by sharing tales of tithing during the
Depression, walking to church (even in winter), and following God in everyday
life, our elderly members participated directly in the health and life God so
generously gives.
The church is many faces gathered around the table—the Lord's table. Only
when we understand who we are can we hope to accomplish the work we are
called to do.
Jeff Hawkins tends a family farm in North Manchester, Indiana, and HOPE CSA, Inc., a
ministry for clergy continuing education.
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